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Getting customer reviews is a necessary part of doing business these days — and how  
you respond to them matters. Whether a customer is wowed, a little disappointed, or  
downright annoyed, you can respond in a way that builds business credibility and enhances 
your brand’s reputation. 

In this guide, we’ll briefly cover the benefits of replying to reviews before diving into tips 
and templates that make the process much easier. 

77%  
of consumers  
regularly read online 
reviews when browsing 
for local businesses.1  

89%  
of consumers are likely 
to use a business that 
responds to all reviews, 
positive and negative.2  

  

Why reply? 5 hard-to-deny benefits

First of all, why reply to a review at all? If you currently have a sporadic approach to 
replying to reviews, maybe you haven’t noticed much of a difference to your business.  
But when you change your approach and consistently reply to all reviews — even the  
not-so-good ones — you can drive long-term business success. 

BECOME MORE CUSTOMER-CENTRIC 
Customers want to be seen and heard, and they expect a fast  
response when there’s a problem. By giving timely replies to reviews, 
you show your customers that you’re committed to great service, 
meeting their needs, and resolving their problems — always.

INFLUENCE THE CONVERSATION 
You don’t have any control over what gets posted on review sites, 
but you can control what you say in return. Replying to reviews is an 
important opportunity to clarify a situation, provide additional context 
and information, and offer support.

1
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1, 2   Local Consumer Review Survey. brightlocal. Jan. 6, 2022.
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BOOST BRAND LOYALTY 
Replying to reviews establishes a two-way connection with your  
customers. It makes your brand human to them and to everyone else 
who might be reading the reviews. It’s these types of human,  
emotional connections that ultimately drive brand loyalty.

3
INCREASE VISIBILITY 
One of Google’s main factors for local search rankings — prominence 
— is measured using signals like customer reviews. When you reply to 
reviews, you end up getting more reviews, which means you can  
impact those signals and increase the visibility, or prominence, of 
your business in local search.

4

GET MORE CONVERSIONS 
All of these benefits eventually lead to more conversions. How?  
Because a customer that feels seen and heard by you keeps buying.  
Other customers who see your interactions with customers through reviews 
start leaving their own reviews. More reviews improve your local search  
ranking. And a better search ranking earns you more new customers.

5

A study found that business locations with a higher  
volume of replies and reply rates correspond with 
higher conversion rates. The highest reply rate of 
8.13% averaged a conversion rate of 13.86%.3   

The most important reviews to reply to
Your reply process is dependent on the structure of your business and the resources  
you have available. It doesn’t have to look like everyone else’s, especially if you’re just  
getting started and building your team. 

But remember that no matter what type of review you’re replying to, existing and  
potential customers are watching, and how you respond is an indicator of your  
commitment to running a great business.

3  Case Study: Positive Google Reviews Improve Paid Search Conversion Rates. Location3. 2018.



Here’s a breakdown of the order of importance when replying to reviews:

All negative and neutral reviews

If a customer took the time to post a negative review online, you can be sure 
their experience was pretty bad. As cringe-worthy as a negative review can 
be, it’s of utmost importance to acknowledge the customer’s experience right 
away, convey empathy, and take responsibility. 

 Similarly, responding to a neutral review is just as important. The customer 
who left it may typically love your brand but clearly experienced something that 
wasn’t quite right. A neutral review is an opportunity to make it right with the 
customer and retain their loyalty. 

4

Direct Feedback

When you provide a way for your 
customers to contact you — a 
form on your website, customer 
service number, or request for 
feedback in an email or text — 
you are actively inviting  
customers to do so. So if they 
have a complaint, it deserves  
immediate attention.  
 
Your response to their feedback 
can be a deciding factor for a 
customer that wants to continue 
doing business with you  
but isn’t convinced yet.  
A prompt, sincere reply with a 
resolution to the problem can 
help make the difference.

Google reviews

Since Google is the most used search 
engine, Google reviews are among the 
most popular, with Google Business 
Profile the top-ranking review site in 
the U.S. Google reviews appear next 
to your listing in Maps and search. 

 This kind of visibility is important 
to harness. When you respond to a 
Google review, you can help improve 
your local ranking on Google. And as 
we discussed above, a better search 
ranking can bring in more customers.
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Facebook Recommendations

As the third most popular review site in the U.S., Facebook offers a chance for you to  
engage with your customers on a social platform through its Recommendations  
feature. Users are required to write at least 25 characters of text in order to post a  
recommendation.

Due to the popular and social nature of the platform, a recommendation can raise  
the profile of your business. And your response to each recommendation can help 
influence public perceptions of your brand.

 

Industry Review Sites

With a plethora of industry review sites out there, it may seem like an uphill  
battle to track reviews on each and every one of them. While not the topmost  
priority for your business, when you do reply to reviews on these sites, you’re  
making your brand a part of the conversation — and providing a trail back to  
your business. 

At the same time, some review sites for certain industries can be really important —  
for example, Angi for service-related businesses and TripAdvisor for hospitality.  
So finding out where your customers are sharing their experiences and opinions can 
help you manage them accordingly.

 

4
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How to reply to negative reviews

Let’s be honest: getting a negative review can be really hard, and knowing what to say can 
be even harder. After all, you don’t want to accidentally make a bad situation worse despite 
your best intentions. 

Here’s how you can reply to a negative review with grace and make up for a poor experience:

Here’s an example of a real reply to a negative review:

Respond promptly  
Our survey shows over half (55%) of consumers expect a business to reply to a review 
within one day. If ever there was an occasion for a swift reply and resolution, it’s a  
negative review. It shows your business cares and is taking action.

When the review is left publicly, respond publicly  
It’s an opportunity to show all consumers you’re capable and willing to right a wrong.

Read the review thoroughly 
That way you can use the customer’s own words to personalize your reply and show 
them you’re taking the situation seriously.

Offer a solution  
Showing empathy for the situation and being respectful is vital to successful response 
management, but a solution is at the core of what the customer really wants.

Put the right person in charge 
Ensure that the person replying to negative reviews has the authority to offer solutions.

 
● Respond promptly. Our survey shows over half (55%) of consumers expect a business 

to reply to a review within one day. If ever there was an occasion for a swift reply and 
resolution, it’s a negative review. It shows your business cares and is taking action. 

● When the review is left publicly, respond publicly. It’s an opportunity to show all 
consumers you’re capable and willing to right a wrong. 

● Read the review thoroughly. That way you can use the customer’s own words to 
personalize your reply and show them you’re taking the situation seriously. 

● Offer a solution. Showing empathy for the situation and being respectful is vital to 
successful response management, but a solution is at the core of what the customer 
really wants. 

● Put the right person in charge. Ensure that the person replying to negative reviews 
has the authority to offer solutions. 

 
Here’s an example of a real reply to a negative review: 
 
[insert screen grab of a real reply] 
 

 
Need more help? Get the templates so you can craft your response to a negative review. 

Need more help?  

Get the templates so you can 
craft your response to a  

negative review.

https://gatherup.com/review-reply-templates/
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How to reply to neutral reviews

Neutral reviews are less common, since most people will only post a review if something 
went really well or really poorly. But the beauty of neutral reviews is that they usually con-
tain both a compliment and a complaint — which means it’s a chance to really play up the 
good and thoroughly address the bad.

Here’s how you can reply to a neutral review using this two-pronged approach:

Respond promptly and publicly  
Just like with negative reviews, neutral reviews are a signal that something didn’t meet 
your customer’s expectations. For that reason, connect quickly to show support and 
publicly to show consumers you care.

Celebrate compliments 
Let your customer know that you appreciate their positive feedback.

Resolve issues 
If there’s something that prevented your customer from giving a 5-star review, figure 
out what it was and offer a resolution to their complaint.

Be specific and concise  
Aim to address the positive and negative feedback in 100-150 words.

Got some neutral reviews 
you need to respond to?  

Get the templates
and give it a try.

Here’s an example of a real reply to a neutral review:

How to reply to neutral reviews 
Neutral reviews are less common, since most people will only post a review if something went 
really well or really poorly. But the beauty of neutral reviews is that they usually contain both a 
compliment and a complaint — which means it’s a chance to really play up the good and 
thoroughly address the bad. 
 
Here’s how you can reply to a neutral review using this two-pronged approach: 
 

● Respond promptly and publicly. Just like with negative reviews, neutral reviews are a 
signal that something didn’t meet your customer’s expectations. For that reason, connect 
quickly to show support and publicly to show consumers you care. 

● Celebrate compliments. Let your customer know that you appreciate their positive 
feedback. 

● Resolve issues. If there’s something that prevented your customer from giving a 5-star 
review, figure out what it was and offer a resolution to their complaint. 

● Be specific and concise. Aim to address the positive and negative feedback in 100-150 
words. 

 
Here’s an example of a real reply to a neutral review: 
 
[insert screen grab of a real reply] 
 

 
Got some neutral reviews you need to respond to? Get the templates and give it a try.  
 
 

How to reply to positive reviews 
Good feelings attract more good feelings. When a customer is sharing a positive experience 
about your business, you can keep the positivity going by responding to it. You get to create that 
two-way connection we discussed above and build even more goodwill toward your brand. 

https://gatherup.com/review-reply-templates/


How to reply to positive reviews

Good feelings attract more good feelings. When a customer is sharing a positive experience 
about your business, you can keep the positivity going by responding to it. You get to create that 
two-way connection we discussed above and build even more goodwill toward your brand.

Here’s how you can reply to a positive review and keep the good times rolling:

Make it short and sweet  
You can include a detail from the review to make it specific and personal.

Use a conversational tone 
How you respond should align with and be recognizable to your brand.

Respond publicly 
Share in the online conversation so that others can get a sense of your brand.

Want additional inspiration?  

Get the templates

Here’s an example of a real reply to a positive review:

 
Here’s how you can reply to a positive review and keep the good times rolling: 
 

● Make it short and sweet. You can include a detail from the review to make it specific 
and personal. 

● Use a conversational tone. How you respond should align with and be recognizable to 
your brand. 

● Respond publicly. Share in the online conversation so that others can get a sense of 
your brand. 

 
Here’s an example of a real reply to a positive review: 
 
[insert screen grab of a real reply] 

 
 
Want additional inspiration? Get the templates.  

When in doubt, get some help 
Replying to customer reviews as part of your reputation management strategy is key to 
business success, but even the most confident among us sometimes struggle to know what to 
say or how to handle a specific situation.  
 
Don’t pass up the opportunity to reply to reviews and boost your bottom line. Get some 
guidance instead. Using reply templates is a great way to direct your focus, strike the right tone, 
and make a positive impact.  
 8
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Replying to customer reviews as part of your reputation management strategy is key to 
business success, but even the most confident among us sometimes struggle to know 
what to say or how to handle a specific situation. 

Don’t pass up the opportunity to reply to reviews and boost your bottom line. Get some 
guidance instead. Using reply templates is a great way to direct your focus, strike the 
right tone, and make a positive impact. 

Positive Review Reply Template with Samples

Offer Thanks
• Thanks so much for taking the time to share your positive experience [customer name]!

• We are grateful for your review.• We’re delighted to hear about your experience. Thanks for sharing!

• Thank you for your comments.• Thanks for the great review [customer name]!
• Thanks for taking the time to share your experience.
• Thanks for choosing [business name] and leaving us a review.
• I appreciate the time you took to give us 5-stars [customer name]!

• Thanks for the kind words!

Show Genuine Interest• We love it when our customers [review detail].
• Our top priority is [business priority]. Hearing about it in action makes our day.

• We’re glad that you and your family loved [review detail]. 
• What a great use of [review detail]! I can’t wait to tell the team.
• [Business detail]. It’s great to hear that you noticed.
• What a great use of [review detail]! We’re listening if you want to tell us more.

• [Review detail] will be happy to hear that it worked out.
• It’s feedback like yours that reminds us why we do what we do.
• Did you know [business detail] about [review detail]? So happy you like it.

• We love what we do too! Thanks for sharing [review detail].
• We’re thrilled that you had a 5-star experience at [business location].

Salutation (optional)
• Dear [customer name]• Hello [customer name],• Hi [customer name],• Hey [customer name],• Greetings [customer name],• [customer name],

Review Reply Templates  

with Samples

To offer an authentic and helpful review response,  

pick an element from each section that addresses  

the specific review. Connect the elements for a  

coherent and empathetic reply. Ensure that you  

personalize the reply so that it represents your  

brand and the customer effectively.  

Positive Review Reply Templates

Neutral Reply Templates

Negative Review Templates

Closings

Add Value
• Because you enjoyed [review detail] I recommend [business detail] during your next visit.• Be on the lookout for [new business product] coming soon. I think you’re going to love it. • We’re running a special on [related business product] you might like.• Did you know we have a referral program? Check it out here [add link]• We look forward to seeing you again soon.

• See you next time!
• Thanks again [customer name]!
• Your friend [your name]
• In service, [business name]
• We appreciate your business.

• Sincerely, [your name]
• Thank you for choosing [business location].
• We/I look forward to seeing you again soon.
• We really appreciate your business.
• Please let us know what we can do for you  

in the future.
• Thank you for taking the time to leave a review.
• Thank you for the 5-star review!
• We’re here for you anytime.

• Thanks for spreading the word about us.
• We appreciate you.
• We look forward to seeing you again at  

[business location].
• Your review means a lot to us.
• Thank you for your feedback.
• Hope you visit us again soon!
• It was a pleasure to serve you.

Neutral Review Reply Template with Samples
Introduction and Thanks
• I’m [your name] and I’m the [your role].
• I’m [your name] and I’m the [your title] at [business name].
• Thank you for taking the time to share your feedback with us.
• Thank you for taking the time to leave a review.
• Thanks for the kind words.
• We appreciate all feedback.
• Thanks! You’ve provided meaningful feedback.
• We love feedback. Thanks for sharing yours.

Salutation (optional)
• Dear [customer name]
• Hello [customer name],
• Hi [customer name],
• Hey [customer name],
• Greetings [customer name],
• [customer name],

When in doubt, get some help

FIND US ONgatherup.com

Get over 100 reply templates
for all types of reivews

https://twitter.com/bytraject
https://www.facebook.com/ByTraject/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bytraject/
https://www.instagram.com/ByTraject/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_VNdJJTAmXKC6f2cX35WbQ
https://gatherup.com/
https://gatherup.com/review-reply-templates/
https://gatherup.com/review-reply-templates/

